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Attack on titan christa and ymir

a little yumikuri one shot I came up with while listening to the star loona. placed after the season three events.historia in mourning after the death of his lover. Language: English Words: 2240 Chapters: 1/1 Hits: 0 Mikasa is an independent, strong and self-made successful woman. It's a force to be reckoned with in a field dominated by men. What happens
when she's held hostage by an arrogant, moron who is the leader of one of the most dangerous and powerful gangs that exist? Will he obey the orders of this chauvinist pig, or will he make his life a living hell? Comedy, drama, anxiety, a lewd lemon and a cat. This story is a wild, crazy ride. Language: English words: 61,456 Chapters: 10/? Glory: 91
Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 1819 (AU- not Titans) The war on Marley loomed over the horizon and did not stop Eren from enlisting in the war and of course Armin will follow. No women were allowed into the army, but that wouldn't stop Mikas from becoming a soldier. She had to make sure Eren didn't do something stupid, like get himself killed. She cut off her long
black hair piece by piece until no hair appeared around the back of her neck, if her neck and a few other bangs at the front framed her face. She was as strong as any man, and she didn't back down from the fight. Language: English words: 66,871 Chapters: 20/? Fame: 129 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 3140 In a way to escape from the shadows of the tragic day that
haunted her, Lena Häustler becomes a newcomer to the Wall Rose Monastery. However, a life that was entirely devoted to religion did not be in love with her spontaneous and cheerful personality. One day, a new one came along that the Scout regiment needed a new sister. It was a great opportunity for Lena to know what she really wants to do with her life.
And with his joy, music and dreams, he will become the light of a place that knew only sorrow and sadness. But could it eventually melt the ice that a certain captain is made of? Language: English words: 85,435 Chapters: 25/? Fame: 86 Bookmarks: 15 Hits: 4241 One-shot collection of SnK pairings, (mostly Eremika / AruAni), after the prompts and requests I
received. Ratings and tags change from chapter to chapter. Language: English words: 108,512 Chapters: 34/? Fame: 361 Bookmarks: 32 Hits: 11542 Well, Bert can handle it. We just have to make sure we keep him alive. The defense is supposed to keep the attackers alive. Not the other way around. Annie grunted. Ymir agreed. When have we ever done
anything normally? Reiner shot back.--------------------------------------------Ymir Langnar, a 17 year old Junior, addicted to playing games and surprisingly baking as well (not that anyone had to know about the last part) , attends Sina Highschool with her friends Annie, Reiner, and Bertolt. What happens when a day goes wrong suddenly causes him to face a
single Christ swear that the story is better than the summary I put on them ) Language: English words: 5940 Chapters: 2 /? Fame: 29 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 151 silent and questionable delinquent named Levi falls on a adopted and simple student named Eren. Bleeding Levi in the alley, that's a cliché. Yet Eren approaches him anyway with the words You look like
shit. Will they bond over the revealing secrets they buried, or will they continue to live as strangers with the same burden they have had for years? Eren is happy with his girlfriend Mikasa and Levi is happy with the distance he keeps from others. After a chance encounter, will Eren break down the wall Levi built, or is it different? Language: English words:
6037 Chapters: 8/? Fame: 31 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 634 How far can you go to pretend to be someone you're not? But did you pretend to be someone else, or was it just one of your many personalities? The prince has been asking these questions since birth and will ask questions until the day he dies. Language: English words: 22,332 Chapters: 19/? Fame: 22
Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 1321 This story is a continuation of the Freedom Scouts School for Powered Individuals. Since the end of this story, it's been three years and society as a whole has changed. Severe restrictions have been put in place for people with power, as well as laws that allow people to openly discriminate against them. There's a war going on
between people with power and government. Some driven individuals are actively defending themselves and others are just trying to keep their heads down. People who fought back were identified as exiled. They have to keep their heads down and stay under the radar, or they risk being caught or killed worse. Exiles often make costumes. Costumes are
mostly normal outfits that have been designed to fit their powers to choose. The school was closed before any of the crazy laws were introduced. Pixis could tell where it was the leader gave students the opportunity to return to society or go with him and teachers underground. See the last chapter of freedom scouts for a full summary (number of words cut me
off) Language: English words: 165,022 Chapters: 88/? Fame: 73 Bookmarks: 26 Hits: 4230 When Wall Maria falls under attack by monsters leading the Titans, Eren and his friends lose everything I've ever known. A few years later, they have a chance to defend themselves. But things don't go according to plan, and after Eren finds out he has the ability to
move into the Godzilla monster, everything changes. Everyone's fates change in a way none of them expected. Part 1 Attack on Titan X Godzilla Language: English Words: 46,858 Chapters: 12/15 Glory: 33 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 894 If there is no one next to you when your soul is boarded, then I will follow you into darkness. Language: English words: Chapters:
1/? Glory: 8 Hits: 37 Eren did not recognize where he was, a land full of sand with stars flashing in the sky. A voice called his name hipnotising him almost walk to a giant column of light that branched out like a tree. The closer he got, the brighter the light shone. Eren Yeager's voice spoke and the little girl appeared inside the pillar of light. The girl had straight
cuts with light-colored shoulder-length hair. She wore a ripped dress with a fabric headband, sherpas and leather sandals just above her ankles. She looked like a slave, but even when he looked at her, Eren knew the girl was special. She was important, but he didn't know why. Eren Yeager, son of Grisha Yeager and heir to one of the nine, said the girl.
What! How the hell do you know I don't know about myself? Heir to what?! Where are my parents? What happened to me? What happened to my memories? Did you take my memories? Eren said he'd fire as many questions as he could, but the girl just shook her head. Soon everything will clear up, my dear descendant, follow the paths, come to me before
it's too late, he said. Language: English words: 40,157 Chapters: 13/? Collections: 1 Fame: 119 Bookmarks: 29 Hits: 2665 What if there was a fifth Warrior sent to Paradis? (I just wanted to write a dark Marco fic so light me up) Language: English Words: 1864 Chapters: 1/1 Fame: 12 Hits: 103 So... Who's the lucky girl? Part 7 AOT Modern AU Language
Settings: English Words: 818 Chapters: 1/1 Fame: 13 Hits: 134 [Riren AU]. Eren Jeager is a noble, intelligent, curious and somewhat rebellious young man. After moving to Paris from London, his desire to get to know and learn will lead him to cross the line that separates his home from Levi Ackerman, the bohemian writer who devotes most of his time to his
novel. Two very different personalities, but at the same time at the same wavelength, will they find a way to grow and grow what is immediately soot? TAKEN FROM CHAPTER FIVE. Levi, what is love? he asked suddenly. I am in love with the idea of love and have read many romantic and afterthing stories. Still, I'm not sure I know what that means. If I'd
experienced it, I think I'd have known. But I don't, I don't know. Language: English Words: 7,747 Chapters: 3/31 Fame: 9 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 113 Peter Dies. She wakes up the day Wall Maria fell. She has the opportunity to change the course of her destiny, and she decides to try and do just that. (Will continue after the 57th expedition) Part 1 AOT Time Travel
Language: English Words: 2856 Chapters: 4 /? Fame: 9 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 154 Language: English Words: 65,332 Chapters: 33/33 Glory: 2 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 535, what happens when all aot characters move into the house with you? Chaos. real fuck chaos (rated T cause Links and Language) Language: English Words: 1008 Chapters: 8/8 Fame: 50
Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 1208 Levi is a detective working a string of murders in the metropolitan area. He and his friends come across a small café that has more secrets than he imagined. He learns that things are not what they seem, and discovers things about himself that have been concealed from him. Language: English words: 15,879 Chapters: 5 /? Fame: 32
Bookmarks: 7 Hits: 408 Some Random Incorrect Quotes I Made When I Was High on Caffeine Language: English Words: 6,118 Chapters: 7/7 Fame: 100 Bookmarks: 10 Hits: 10 Hits: 1014 Ymir is a graduate of the 104th Corps Training and Best Friends with Krista Lenz. This article instructs you on the 104th ed. For the first of the Titans, see Ymir Fritz. For
more pages referring to this name, see Ymir (Disambiguation). 850 c. 785 c. 780 Jaw Titan Pure Titan Jaw Titan (顎巨°Agito no Kyojin?) Dancing Titan (踊の巨°Odoru Kyojin?) [1] Lady Ymir (のの様 Yumiru-sama?) 172 cm (human form)[2]5 m (jaw titanium form)[3] Survey choir 104. I have no right to tell you how to live. So this is just... my wish. Live your life...
Proud. — Ymir's Historia, before revealing his titanium powers[12] Ymir (のの Yumiru?) was a graduate of the 104th Edir. She also had the ability to transform into titan jaws, and had knowledge of the true nature of the Titans and the history of the world outside the walls. Appearance Human form Ymir was a tall, slender young woman with short, hairy black
hair parted in the middle. She had deeply intimidating gray eyes and freckles on her cheeks. Ymir's hair was usually stored in a low ponytail with a white tie. During her military service, she wore her faction's uniform with a dark V-neck underneath. When Ymir was worshipped as a goddess, she wore pale halters with a belt and her hair down. During his final
days on the island of Paradis and leading up to her death, Ymir wore dark pants and a white long-sleeved shirt. Jaw Titan formed Ymir's titanium form, Jaw Titan, was considerably smaller than most Titans, standing at 5 m.[3] He had rough hair, small black eyes, a large nose, small pointed ears and long arms. Her most striking features were sharp fangs and
claws. Unlike other human-controlled titans, Ymir's body wasn't well proportioned because her head was too big. Unlike the Female Titan, her titanium form had no distinctly feminine features, much like Pieck Finger's Cart Titan. Pure Titan form Before eating Marcel Galliard, Ymir's titanium form was noticeably thinner and her rib cage was more pronounced.
She also had regular teeth instead of sharpened teeth. Personality At first, Ymir seemed selfish, cynical, and confrontational. Later, however, she revealed a kinder side, especially around Historia Reiss. Even earlier, Ymir showed this emotional and selfless aspect of herself when she took full responsibility for the existence of the Eldian cult, despite her
followers betraying her first. She also saved Erwin Smith's life, even though she blamed him for the failure of her plan to secure Christ's future. It should also be noted that she expressed considerable remorse for devouring Marcel Galliardo, who was Reiner Braun, Annie Leonhart, and bertolt Hoover's friend and comrade, regardless of the fact that she did not
do so knowingly. Ymir was very perceptive and could discern the nature of the people around him with alarming accuracy, such as historia martyrdom mentality, Reiner's divided personality disorder, and Sasha Blouse's desire to look good in front of her peers by hiding her native accent and developing a very formal way of speaking. Because of her
experience and belief in self-pride, she tended to harshly criticize people for being untrue to themselves. In addition, Ymir was very reasonable because she knew what to do during her kidnapping situation and reconsidered her options to achieve her goals. After regaining her human form, Ymir chose to live proudly for himself, thinking it was the best revenge
for all who hated her for her mere existence and those who used her for their own purposes. Although she wasn't arrogant, her pride was what defined her character the most. For this reason, even though she was aware of Marley's existence and the secrecy behind the Titans, she refused to divulge any information to anyone behind the Zdmi. It could also
have played a role in her decision to save Reiner and Bertolt from the feeling that they were indebted to them, because their arrival is what caused her to regain her human form, even though she knew it meant her own death and never saw History again. History Ymir injected serum Titan Many years ago, an unnamed Eldian girl lived on the streets of Marley
as a homeless beggar. She was eventually found by the man who named her Ymir, after the ancient deity Ymir Fritz, and brought her into a cult dedicated to the worship of Ymir. She was worshipped by many Eldians in the cult, and Ymir decided to direct her new role to bring happiness to those around her, even though she knew she was not jumping out of
the royal family. Eventually, the cult was discovered by public safety authorities. To save himself, the man who found and named Ymir claimed she cheated on him. Ymir decided to stand by the name and role she was given, so she was arrested with other cultists. After the procession around Marley was stoned to death by angry citizens, the cultists were
taken to the border of Paradis Island and forcibly converted into Pure Titans. [13] Ymir devoured Marcel Ymir, who spent about sixty years outside of Wall Maria as Pure Titan. During this time, she retained little awareness or memory, which she described as an endless nightmare. In 845, Ymir met the warriors Reiner Braun, Bertolt Hoover, Annie Leonhart,
and Marcel Galliardo, who set out toward Wall Maria to get into it. After attacking the group, Ymir reached out to eat Reiner, but at the last minute Marcel pushed him out of the way and was swallowed up instead. [16] Ymir then wakes up in a desolate field with strange formations of light in the sky before calling it freedom. [17] Zeke Yeager would experience a
similar phenomenon and believes that it is a manifestation of the connection that connects all the objects of Ymir. Soon after this event, Ymir regained consciousness and human form. For the next two years, she lived in Wall Sheena, sneaking around spying on their company and surviving like a skilled thief. During this time, she overheard a conversation
among church members of the wall and learned about Krista Lenz, an illegitimate child who had been given a new name. Her interest in Christ led her to enlist in the army. Ilse Langnar, a member of the reconnaissance corps who resembled Ymir, met a Titan who spoke of her as Ymir. This Titan mistook Ils for Ymir and bowed to her when he called her Lady
Ymir. Ilsa's notes about the meeting were later discovered by Hange Zoë. These were the first indications of Ymir's true nature. [20] The story of the 104th Training Corps arc On the first day of training, Ymir and Krista Lenz go out and bring snacks for Sasha Blouse after her 5-hour run as punishment. She behaves apatheticly and cares little about Sasha's
welfare and tells Krista that she could use Sasha's stupidity to her advantage. [21] Later, during their training, Ymir confronts Sasha about speaking too politely, rather than the dialect of her home. Ymir starts criticizing her for it, and Krista swears at her. Krista then says Sasha should talk all she wants. [22] Ymir be beers Christ to give up rescuing Dazu At
some point during training, the trainees completed the 104th ed. After their fellow intern Daz loses consciousness during the exercise, Krista decides to try to pull her body together on the crit, despite Ymir's protests. They claim to survive only if they leave Daz and head to the base together, but Christ insists that they could all survive if Ymir goes before her.
Noting that she has not asked Christ for help throughout their course, Ymir has no intention of saving Daz or herself, and that he is using their situation as a pretext for a heroic death. [23] Ymir reveals that she is aware of Krista's true when they heard officials from the Church of the Walls discuss its existence. Krista asks if Ymir joined the training corps to find
her, and Ymir states that this may be due to the fact that her own past is similar. Krista asks if Ymir originally wanted to befriend her, but Ymir says they are nothing like that, because Ymir kept his old name after the start of a new life, because leaving her name would eventually cause defeat. By living for herself, she robbed her enemies of their power. Ymir
sneered at Christ for seeking death instead of directing her feelings to her enemies. Christ says there is no longer any way for all three of them to survive their mission, but Ymir leads Christ on a cliff overlooking the base at the foot of the mountain and suggests throwing Daz over the edge so that she and Christ can make it to the base alive while Daz could
be sought later. When Christ objectes, Ymir takes matters into his own hands and throws it aside into the snowbank. She then transforms and uses her Jaw Titan form to carry Daz down the mountain to base camp. [24] When Christ arrives, Ymir shows her that Daz is safe inside. Ymir then decides to reveal to Christ how she saved Daz, but only if she
promises to live by her real name when her secret eventually becomes known to all. [25] Ymir does not finish in the top 10 in 104. Having learned this, Krista believes that she deserves to be there more than she does. It is implied that Ymir intentionally performed poorly so that Christ could have 10. The Battle of Ymir District is located in Trost County when
the Coloss Titan breaks the Wall Rose. During the battle, her squad discovers the catatonic Armin Arlert. Connie Springer is trying to get Armin to tell them what happened, and Ymir points out that Armin is probably the only survivor on his team. He heartlessly declares that Armin's survival is not worth losing the rest of his teammates. Connie is angry at her
attitude and Krista Lenz is forced to mediate between them. In response, he asks Christ to marry her when the battle is over. [26] Ymir and Krista volunteered to help supply additional soldiers during the battle and are divided from Connie. [27] They are eventually placed on standby with other surviving trainees, where Connie fills them in on what happened to
the trainees at military headquarters. She's surprised that Mikasa Ackerman isn't present among the survivors, but when the group asks Jean Kirstein what happened to her, she says he was ordered not to say it. [citation required] The Women's Titanium Arc After graduation follows Krista Lenz into the chorus survey. During an expedition to the Walls, he asks
Bertolt Hoover if he knows where Christ is. [29] Duel of the Titans of the Arc Ymir is one of the members of the survey corps accepted Wall Sheen by Mike Zachariah, who also disarmed her from equipment on suspicion of being a potential accomplice to Annie Leonhart. [30] When the Titans mysteriously appear inside the Wall Rose and newcomers are sent
to warn the surrounding villages, Ymir advises Krista Lenz to run away, but Christ rejects it. [31] After the newcomers took shelter at Utgard Castle, Ymir asks Connie Springer about his village. She begins to comfort him when he learns that she has been destroyed, but mocks him when he talks about the similarity between his mother and Titan, who he found
lying on his old house. Later, Ymir comes under suspicion by Reiner Braun when he notices that he can read the herring label he can, even if it is written in writing unknown to other members of the cooperative. Reiner suspects there's more to Ymir's past than he thinks. [32] Ymir transforms into a battle against a horde of Titans when the castle is attacked by
titans capable of moving at night, Christ, Connie and Ymir find the old cannon they use to defuse the Titan who came inside the tower. With the help of Bertolt Hoover, she also manages to push others out of the tower. As Christ heals Reiner's wound, he asks her to take care of her, too, but is interrupted by Connie, who says she only has a scratch. Later, a
huge stone lands on top of the tower, killing Lynne and Henning. Along with his friends, Ymir goes there and tries to figure out where the strike came from. [34] As the battle progresses, Gelgar and Nanaba are also killed, leaving the recruits defenseless. Ymir decided to use his Titan to save his comrades and ordered Krista to live a life of which she would be
proud, asking her to remember the promise they made before Ymir jumped off the tower and cut herself with a knife to trigger her transformation. [35] She fights the Titans strategically, using her agility speed to evade attacks and target titans. However, she is forced to defend her movement to avoid doing any more damage to the tower. Christ, realizing that
Ymir was risking his life to save them, commands Ymir to tear down the wall and subject Ymir to them. As the tower collapses, Ymir commands his comrades to grab her Titan to keep them safe. The tower will collapse completely and bury the Titans under the rubble. When the Titans begin to emerge from the wreckage, Ymir immediately turns them over
again. However, she is pushed to her limit and the Titans overwhelm her and start devouring her. Christ runs to the horde of Titan and bedes Ymir to stay alive so that Christ can reveal his true name. Ymir and the recruits are rescued by the timely arrival of Hange's team, which continues to coating all the remaining Titans in the area. Before Ymir remisses as
a result, Christ reveals that her real name is Historia. [36] Ymir is captured by the Reconnaissance Corps to regroup atop Wall Rose and Ymir's Lift. Historia speaks to Hange on behalf of Ymir, claiming that she is undoubtedly an ally of mankind. While Hange is skeptical, they note that it would of course be best if everyone got along and cooperated, saying
that Ymir's information could be a treasure trove of humanity. Shortly after, Reiner and Bertolt reveal themselves as armored and colossy Titans. While Reiner fights Eren, Bertolt partially transforms into a Colossual Titan and swallows Ymir and another soldier. He and Reiner manage to escape with Ymir and Eren. Then Reiner and Bertolt arrive in the forest
and rest high in the branches. Ymir waits for her limbs to grow back, while Eren regains consciousness and both hands are missing. He's impatient and wants to fight his way out, but Ymir pragmatically points out that he doesn't have many chances. They're surrounded by titans at the foot of the trees, and Reiner and Bertolt are the only ones with
maneuvering equipment. Ymir asks Reiner why he stopped rather than go all the way to Wall Maria. He doesn't respond, but she infers that she's waiting for the night when the Titans will be less active. As they wait for the sunset, Reiner starts talking strangely about publicity and how hard they work. Ymir realizes that Reiner has broken his personality to
cope with the guilt of being friends with people he is trying to kill and starts mocking him. Ymir asks if Reiner and Bertolt are trying to meet the monkeys they saw back at Utgard Castle, assuming they might need to return home. Eren realizes that Ymir knows a lot more than he does and pushes her for answers, but before she can say anything Reiner offers
her a deal. They can't promise her safety, but they're willing to work with her to protect Christa. Reiner and Bertolt notice a signal eruption and begin preparing to escape from the advancing rescue group. Bertolt asks Ymir if she remembers who she ate when she regained her human form. He admits he didn't, but he apologizes when he realizes it was
probably his friend. Bertolt is surprisingly understanding, saying he doesn't remember similarly. He asks her how long she's been wandering around like a Titan, and Ymir says it's been about sixty years, like she's stuck in a nightmare that never ended. As they begin to flee through the forest, Ymir notices the signal and realizes that Krista has come to save
her. He demands that Christ be kidnapped now, and when they refuse, he starts attacking Bertolt and threatens to fight them to death if necessary. Ymir transforms and meets the pursuers alone in the woods, where Connie recognizes her and tells others not to attack. He looks around until he sees Christ, whom he notices in his mouth. Ymir then turns
around and swings from tree to tree to escape. Reiner and Bertolt waiting for her on the edge of the forest. When Reiner saw her, he turned into an armored Titan and started running, while Bertolt was struggling with Eren on his shoulder. Ymir jumps on his back and carries them away. [38] As they run, Ymir removes Christ from the mouth of his Titanium and
partially emerges from the back of his nose. She calls to apologize for her eating and tells her that she goes with Reiner and Bertolt for her safety. Historia doesn't trust Ymir and offers to help her fight Reiner and Bertolt and says she'll always be her ally. Even if Ymir hesitates, he decides he can't let history go. Ymir expects to be killed to gain the power of the
Titans she stole, but if she hands over History over Reiner and Bertolt, she will speak on behalf of Ymir. She calls herself pathetic for saving her life, but Historia assures her that she will still be on her side. [39] Mikasa attacks Ymir When several soldiers catch up and start hooking up with an armored Titan, Ymir pulls them out and throws the soldiers to the
ground. She is ambushed and partially blinded by Mikasa Ackerman, who forcibly threatens to kill anyone who gets in her way. Krista intervenes and tries to beg Mikasa to stop. Mikasa, however, threatens to kill them both if they get in her way, forcing Christ and Ymir to withdraw. [40] Commander Erwin Smith leads a horde of Titans to Reiner to stop him,
and Ymir is forced to defend History. In chaos, they are separated from Reiner and Bertolt, but they manage to kill the Titan together. As the battle intensifies, Ymir wonders if he's better off with the Warriors or the Scout Corps, but no matter how he looks at it, the chances inside the Walls are bleak. He joins Connie in fending off the Titans around them when
the newly liberated Eren strikes a particular Titan with a bare hand, causing a force that causes all pure titans present to drop what they are doing in favor of devouring the one that attacked Eren. When he runs, he screams and sends the Titans to Reiner and Bertolt. [41] During the chaos of the battle, Ymir managed to reach and attack Erwin Smith. She
expresses anger at him for ruining everything, but at the last minute instead decides to save him from another Titan. When Ymir finishes, Connie and Christ follow through. Krista uses her equipment to jump on Ymir's head and confront her when she lied to protect her again. She declares that they should live for themselves, and declares that she is never
afraid of anything as long as Ymir is by her side. This statement restores Ymir's mood, and the pair will take on the battle together to face the horde of Titan. [42] Ymir decides to help Reiner and Bertolt When Eren's power becomes apparent, Ymir senses it and reacts with surprise. When we consider that Eren's The Titans could guarantee a future for the
wall, Ymir looks back to see Reiner and Bertolt are about to be impressed. She apologizes to Historia and returns to help them, arriving in time to stop Titan from eating Bertolt. [43] With her help, the three return to Wall Maria, where Reiner asks her why she returned to them. Ymir calls himself an idiot, but he'll be a souvenir so they don't come back empty-
handed. If they hadn't come to break up the Wall, she'd never have woken up from her nightmare, so she'd return what she borrowed. [44] The Uprising arc Historia recalls Ymir's words to live with pride The conversation Ymir had with Bertolt Hoover in the forest was later commemorated by Eren and written for Hange Zoë . [45] This information has proven
vital, leading Hange to speculate that the Titans are capable of absorbing the abilities absorbed by people with Titans power. This leads Hange to further speculate that this may be one of the reasons titans instinctively try to devour people and transform intelligent Titans. [46] Historia Reiss's memory of Ymir telling her to live her life with pride later inspires her
to defi her father and refuse to eat Eren Yeager to inherit the Founding Titan. [47] Returning to the Shiganshini arch Before Reiner Braun and Bertolt Hoover get in position to prepare for the reconnaissance corps, Reiner recalls promising Ymir to save Reiss' history. Later that day, when Reiner was defeated, he reveals that Ymir wrote a letter to History that
Hange Zoë kept for a later inspection. [49] The letter is later forwarded to History. In it, Ymir reveals that Reiner waited next to her as she wrote, and that she would soon die. She entered her past as a nameless child, transformed into a Titan on the island of Paradis, and regained her humanity after devouring Marcel Galliardo. Ymir began to live his life without
regret, except that he could not take History and express his love for her. She returned to Marley to protect History, but there was only punishment. [51] Marley arc Porco Galliard recalls how he inherited Ymir's titanium power after being brought back to Marley, Ymir voluntarily got himself killed and was eaten by Marcel Galliard's brother, Porco Galliardo, who
transferred the power of Jaw Titan to him. Porco mentions that when Reiner received Ymir's memories, he looked completely different on the island of Paradis than he did on Marley, accusing him of imitating Marcel's warrior-like personality, which Reiner does not deny. [52] Ymir had great physical abilities even in human form. She also showed that she is
fully capable of fighting and using weapons. During her time as an intern, it was said that she began to slack off to secure a place in the top ten. [31] Ymir's stats [53]: Fight 7/10 10/10 Wit 7/10 Teamwork 2/10 Pickiness 10/10 The power of the Titans Ymir was able to transform into Jaws Titan (顎巨)Agito no Kyojin?), a 5-meter Titan. She acquired this ability
after eating Marcel Galliardo, warrior of Marley, in 845. Speed: Despite its small size, Ymir's form of Titan had above-average speed and agility, making it easier for her to climb walls and trees. She dispatched several enemies in quick succession by biting them in the back of the nap while using claws and pointed teeth, a clever tactic she used several times.
[54] Against people or other Titans in the forest, Ymir would have had an advantage because she could quickly outsmit them. However, her size proved to be a problem as she was easily overpowered by the Titans not long after her transformation at Utgard Castle. Partial transformation: Ymir had the ability to partially emerge from the back of its titanium form,
allowing it to communicate with others while still transforming. This seems to be determining the ability of titan jaws, as Porco Galliard does the same during the raid on Liberio. [55] However, Uri Reiss did the same with the Founding Titan. Regeneration: Like the other Titans, Ymir has shown the ability to automatically heal any injury and even regrow entire
limbs. When she lost her right arm and leg in the Battle of Utgard Castle, she was able to regenerate them within hours. [56] Communication: While others with titan power, such as Eren Yeager, are unable to form words while transformed, Ymir was qualified enough to communicate through his titanium form, even if he was unable to speak as eloquently as
Zeke Yeager's Beast Titan[57] or Pieck's Cart Titan. [58] Historia Reiss-Ymir's relationship was romantically attracted to Historia and totally devoted to her. They both had a strong bond and trusted each other deeply, even though they kept their own secrets. Given their similar background and painful experience, Historia was one of the few people Ymir really
cared about and wanted to protect at all costs. That's perhaps why she started to relent to keep a historia graduate in the Top 10, giving her the chance to live safely indoors as part of the Military Police. Although she wasn't entirely willing to trust Reiner and Bertolt, she betrayed the Eldians of Paradis Island in exchange for Krista's safety. While it may
endanger Christ's life, Ymir said she was a terrible person who wanted to see her one more time, but only left her behind when she thought Historia would be safe inside the wall. Ymir actively worked to deter The Historian's Martyr complex and invited her to accept her true identity and live for herself with her head up. Her influence in History was so strong
that she even refused to inherit the Founding Titan and fought her father. Reiner and Bertolt Hoover- Ymir agreed to become their ally and work with them in exchange for Krista's safety. She expressed that she did not fully believe them, and believed that even if she cooperated with them, their warriors would eventually kill her. When they tried to flee without
abducting Christ, she made it clear that she would fight them to the death if she did not comply with her demands. When it looked bad, Ymir quickly abandoned them and considered leaving them to his fate. But she decided to leave Christ behind to come to their aid because she felt grateful to them for accidentally triggering her return to human form. She
stated that she was the only one able to understand their situation because they are the same. She also stated that she wished to return to them what she had taken from them and insisted on returning to their hometown as their prisoner. Connie Springer - Connie is the antithesis of Ymir; Ymir was equally crafty, selfish and had only Christ, while Connie is
blunt, empathetic, and has many friends. Inevitably, they had antagonistic acquaintances, often exchanging verbal barbs with each other. They clashed repeatedly (one incident almost physically) because Ymir often made him a laughing man and called her derogatory names because of her condescending attitude. Even so, it would not be right to say that
they were on completely bad terms: Connie was quick to defend her when she appeared before the soldiers in the form of Titan. Later, when he met her again during the battle, he told Krista that Ymir had only acted seriously when it came to protecting her, which showed that even after her apparent betrayal, he still believed in her. Sasha Blouse - Ymir was
not ashamed to take advantage of other people, especially if they are naïve and simple-minded. She initially helped Sasha back to bed after she collapsed in exhaustion, but used it to make Sasha feel indebted to her. It turns out that she often pushed her chores on Sasha, but she also was the one confronting Sasha over hiding her real dialect/accent and
demanding that she not be ashamed of her roots. Eren Yeager - Ymir and Eren had few interactions before they were abducted by Reiner and Bertolt, and he admitted that he didn't know her at all. They quickly became distrusted because of Ymir's secretive nature. She criticized his short-sighted stance at the time and said she couldn't count on him for
anything, instead opting to side with the Warriors. Ymir, however, was surprised to discover that Eren had a coordinate and took back her previous views on him. People killed by the failed attempts of Reiner Braun (unintentional as pure Mikasa Ackerman[64] Trivia Ymir took 11th place in the First Character Popularity Poll. Ymir is a prehistoric being in Norsi
mythology who is the yötnar of all jötnar (giants). Ymir also means scream. Although it first appeared in Chapter 5 of the manga, it was not named until Chapter 36. Ymir shares a birthday with Lynne. Isayama drew Ymir with freckles to make her look more like a simple man, contrasting with Historia. [65] Oddly enough, her personality seemed like a foil to
Christ, who often pretended to be a nice girl so that others would fondly remember her. But her true nature was darker, more depressing, and empty. Ymir's true personality seemed much more selfless and emotional. The official website states Ymir was in love with Historia (Christ). [66] Ymir's Pure Titan, in his first appearance in the original draft of the series,
Ymir slacks to give Krista a tenth position. In the published version, Krista doesn't confront her about it until much later. [67] Overall, Ymir's Jaw Titan lacked a striking resemblance to its human form, which most other human-controlled Titans show. In Chapters 39 and 40, Ymir pure titanium was originally shown to have sharp teeth, but Chapter 95 would later
retcon it and prove that its Pure Titan had normal human-like teeth, revealing that its sharpened teeth were products of Titan's jaws. Links to links
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